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ABOUT US

Voice of Barristers is a virtual law student association established with the motive of edifying

society about the importance of law and its implementation. The objective is to convey law in

the most basic form, so that every layman may comprehend and learn it. To bring out the

inquisitive minds of our nation the organization vouchsafe opportunities to write articles,

research papers, blogs, book reviews, case commentaries, and landmark judgments that can

be published in our website, which we consider as the fundamental tool to proffer knowledge

among laymen to lawmen.

Law plays a cardinal role in securing Justice and framing a peaceful nation. It provides

indispensable guidelines to the citizens and sustains equity among the organs of

government. Law acts as a bridge between laymen and justice. It is an elementary weapon

to protect justice. It becomes necessary to enlighten the minds of people due to inadequate

knowledge of law among people. Law is a pillar that upholds Peace and Justice in society.

The system of democracy loses its potential without law.

We the team voice of barristers subsist of savvy law students, researchers, scholars, and

professionals with an adequate range of skills and experiences. Here we believe sharing is

the root of gaining knowledge. We come up with articles, laws notes, journals, meetings,

posters, current affairs which helps in building a strong relationship with the law. We at

Voice of Barristers believe that equality is the foremost fundamental right, so we provide

opportunities to Students, Scholars, Researchers, Professionals from every sector to work

with us in the path of law learning.

We the team of Voice of Barristers, are elated to publish our first edition of the law journal,

which was made possible by the endless efforts of our learned professionals and our

students’ crew. We acclaim our team’s efforts by publishing this journal.

K.S. Charishma, Founder Jagadish. R, Co-founder
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LEGALITY OF ONLINE FANTASY SPORTS AND REAL MONEY

GAMES

Author - Charishma. K.S, 3rd year BA.LL.B (HONS).

“The concept of fantasy sports has been around since shortly after World War II when sports

fanatics would choose their favourite players and keep a count of their scores. A Sports fan

can engage himself/herself with fantasy sports games through many popular platforms in

India and the World to play fantasy cricket, fantasy football, Fantasy NBA, fantasy hockey,

fantasy MLB, fantasy NFL, and other fantasy leagues. The game took shape in 1950 in

Oakland and now it has been fast emerging in the last decade and amid pandemic owing to

digitization, internet penetration, by leveraging 5G, artificial intelligence and virtual reality.

The Indian fantasy sports market picked up with the launch of India fantasy cricket games

and apps during the Indian Premier League (IPL) in 2008. However, today, various fantasy

sports games are offered through different platforms. The regulatory body of fantasy sports

in India is much required Since there is a major boom in India’s fantasy sports industry. This

article gives you a clear picture of Online Fantasy Sports and its current legal position in

India.”

INTRODUCTION:

In recent days, online gaming platforms have increased due to the commercialization of

modern sports and traditional sports. Especially during the pandemic, people are compelled to

stay at home, and we have seen a wide rise in digital entertainment, mainly online fantasy and

real money sports. For Instance: the cricket frenzied nation has taken to fantasy sports

platforms such as MPLL, Dream 11, Halaplay, and many more games, not just for time pass

but to try their fortune in prize money. And also in the economic aspect, the fantasy sports

industry has engrossed significant amounts of Foreign Direct Investment in India i.e In 2018

and 2019, the industry attracted FDI of INR 1,500 crore approximately and has been growing

exponentially. The revenue generated by fantasy sports is Rs.2400+ crore for the FY20 when

compared to Rs 20+ crore in FY19, and the anticipated growth in the coming years i.e by

2023 is Rs.11,880 crore at CAGR 22.1 But now, KPMG India in its July 2020 report,
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business of fantasy sports' says that online fantasy sports in India evolved at a compounded

annual growth rate of 212 per cent between June 2016 and December 2012 (90million), and

also it says that the venue of fantasy sports players grew from Rs.262 crores in FY 18

(Financial year) to Rs 924 crores in FY19 and Rs 2470 crores in FY20. Hence, the Fantasy

sports platforms have caused growth in digital transactions, which has been a long time

objective of the “Digital India” campaign, determined by the Government of India.

WHAT ARE ONLINE FANTASY SPORTS AND REAL MONEY GAMES?

Fantasy sports is the game played over the internet, where the users draft their virtual team in

a specific tournament such as cricket, kabaddi, soccer, etc, and lose or win prizes based on

predicting the performance of those players. So two models in these fantasy sports are free to

play and pay to play. The former name itself shows that the game doesn't require any fee to

play whereas the latter one requires participants to deposit an entry fee to register the contest.

The pay-to-play model generates revenue for the operator as well as for the government

through income tax deduction on player's income and GST (Goods and services tax) revenue

calculated on the operator's gross revenue. Real money gaming is offering, promotion,

distributing, and advertising sale of any type of games played online in which the real money

is betted on the result of the game.

Online games that involve the use of skill, such as skill-based online gaming, are permitted,

while games of chance are prohibited under the Public Gambling Act. In several cases, Indian

courts have ruled that games in which a candidate's success is contingent on the use of

"substantial talent" are exempt from Indian gaming laws, even though they are games of

chance. Several states have also passed legislation exempting "games of ability" from

gambling regulations. Since online gaming is a topic covered by the State List, states are free

to enact regulations in this region. New laws (Based on jurisprudence laid down by the courts,

have excluded the games of skill from any regulations) are passed in Tamilnadu which forbid

the residents of the state to indulge in any pay-to-play contests on any online gaming sites

and applications. Fantasy sports are permitted all over India except in Assam, Sikkim, Andra

Pradesh, Tamilnadu Nagaland, and Orissa. In Sikkim, companies must obtain a license from

the respective state government as per the Sikkim Online Gaming Act 2008, while the states

like Assam, Orissa, and Telangana prohibit any gaming Activity for money. Gambling

concerning games of skill is permitted in other states, for example, Casino games are allowed
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in Goa, Daman, Sikkim, Poker is permitted in Karnataka, West Bengal, Nagaland etc. But

still, there’s confusion between two categories of sports, while one is legal the other is being

deemed to be illegal. Lately, in September 2020 Andhra Pradesh cabinet has approved the

proposal of amending Andhra Pradesh Gaming Act, 1974, to ban online games such as

rummy and poker and passed an ordinance Andhra Pradesh Gaming (Amendment) Ordinance,

2020 that prohibits collection or soliciting of bets, receipt or distribution of winning or prizes

in money, any Act of risking money or playing stakes etc. And also imposes six months

imprisonment for those who indulge in playing them and a one-year jail term for the

organizers. Hence, Fortuitously, online fantasy sports have been scrutinized at length by

several courts, and the obvious prerequisite of skill, knowledge and ability to play them has

given them being classified as a protected category under the law.

GAME OF CHANCE OR GAME OF SKILL

Fantasy sports have not been comprehended as a subject matter under Schedule VII of the

Indian Constitution. Nonetheless, the Constitution finds gambling and betting as matters to be

legislated, and has placed the same under List II, Entry 34 of the Seventh Schedule granting

power to the State to legislate over this matter. Hence, various states have enacted their

respective legislations to regulate online fantasy and real money games. In our country, the

legality of fantasy games is decided based on two discretions whether it is a "game of

chance" or a "game of skill".

These two expressions have been dealt with by the Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court.

In 1996, in the case of Dr K R Lakshmanan v State of Tamilnadu1996 AIR 1153, 1996 SCC

(2) 226, it was held that betting wagering on horseracing is legal because it is a "game of

skill", it is not dependent on mere chance but differentiated by various fActors like training

given to the animal as well as the order, the pedigree of the animal, etc. Similar judgments

were given in the case of RMP chambaugwala and Anr v Union of India (1957) S.C.R.

874and The State of Andra Pradesh v Satyanarayanan, 1968 AIR 825. Eventually, the court

concluded that though an element of chance exists in the game, the element of skill

predominates over the element of chance. The games of chance fall within the vice of

"gambling" and are considered illegal, but a "game of skill" which requires the maximum

amount of mathematical ability is considered legal as per the law. The game of skill is

differentiated if from gambling and it is protected under Article 19 (g) of the Indian

Dr.%20K.R.%20Lakshmanan%20vs%20State%20Of%20Tamil%20Nadu%20And%20Anr%20on%2012%20...
Dr.%20K.R.%20Lakshmanan%20vs%20State%20Of%20Tamil%20Nadu%20And%20Anr%20on%2012%20...
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/725224/
State%20Of%20Andhra%20Pradesh%20v.%20J.%20Satyanarayana%20|%20Supreme%20...
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constitution. And also, as per the 276th report released by the law commission of India which

examined the aspect of gambling and betting sports in India, has observed that the skill-based

games shall be wiped out from the ambit of gambling without specifying the games that

would qualify as "games of skill".

DEBATE ON SKILL VS CHANCE

After the enactment of the Nagaland Act which granted that "virtual team selection games"

and "virtual sports fantasy league games" were games where the element of chance is

predominated by the element of skill. There has been a cruel controversy over the game of

skill and game of chance in our country. For the first time, The high court of Punjab and

Haryana resolved this issue, in the case of Varun Gumber v Union Territory of Chandigarh

and ors (2017), the petitioner registered as a user of Dream 11. Initially, he transferred 50000

INR for partaking in various tournaments created on the dream 11 platforms. He took part in

the tournaments offered by Dream 11 by using all his credits. After losing all the money he

has credited, he filed a civil writ petition before the High court of Punjab and Haryana

pleading that fantasy sports gaming were not based on skill and that dream 11 qualified as

"gambling", under the Public Gambling Act 1857. The Court made the following

observations where the user of dream 11 requires while participating

● utilize substantial skill, judgment, and discretion while drafting his fantasy sports

team;

● examine the relative worth of all the participants available for the draft and evaluate

the excellence of a participant against other participants;

● Withstand by the statutes while analyzing a player’s statistics as well as the strengths

and weaknesses of such players;

● Guarantee that the draft did not contain a significant number of players from a single

real-world team; and

● Analyze and take into concern other crucial factors about the game, pitch, and

circumstance of players.

The court while deciding stated that Dream 11 does not come within the purview of gambling

as it includes substantial skills. The Punjab and Haryana high court cited the supreme court's

decision K.R. Lakshmanan v. the State of Tamilnadu1996 AIR 1153, 1996 SCC (2) 226

https://www.casemine.com/judgement/in/596dd1ee4a93260b5a0444e0
https://www.casemine.com/judgement/in/596dd1ee4a93260b5a0444e0
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1248365/
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where the Supreme Court had observed that horse racing needs an element of skill, judgment,

and discretion of the players, and hence it was held that game offered by Dream 11 is based

on skill and thus, it did not qualify as gambling.

Further, An appeal was filed in the supreme court against the judgment passed by the high

court of Punjab and Haryana. But, the Supreme Court ratified the validity of the judgment

passed by the Punjab and Haryana High Court and summarily dismissed the appeal. The

Supreme Court clarified questions about the element of skill involved in fantasy sports while

dismissing the appeal against the high court of Punjab and Haryana.

After the Varun gamber case, again public interest litigation was filed in the case ofGurdeep

Singh Sachar v Union of India& Ors 2004 (3) SLJ 69 CAT. The petitioner was a Mumbai-

based advocate. He alleged that Dream 11 was not only performing illegal strategies of

gambling, betting, and wagering through the online fantasy sports gaming platform, but was

also aiming to escape goods and service tax. The Petitioner, therefore, sought directions for

initiating criminal prosecution against Dream 11. Consequently, The Bombay high court

rejected this plea.

REGULATION OF FANTASY SPORTS IN INDIA

Public Gambling Act 1857

The Public Gambling Act came into force before India's constitution came. The parliament of

the united kingdom enacted this Act and like other Acts, the public gambling Act was also

highly influenced. After the enactment of constitution, the gambling, and betting fell under

the scope of the state legislature, and therefore many states have their own rules on gambling.

The penal sanctions of gambling and betting-related provisions are given under sections 3

and 4 of PGA.

● According to section 3 of PGA, any person who holds a gaming house or has the

charge of it shall be liable to penal sanction and shall be liable to pay a fine of not

exceeding Rs.200 or shall face imprisonment up to 3 months.

● Section 4 punishes the presence of anyone in a gambling house for gambling and

imposes imprisonment up to 1onth or shall pay a fine of not exceeding Rs.100 on any

person found in contravention of the said provision.

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1496644/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1496644/
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In India, the legality of fantasy sports is based on two categories I.e game of chance or game

of skill. According to section 12 of PGA, the game of skill are exempt from the provisions of

the Act. The games that constitute the game of mere skill does not define under the PGA Act.

In the case of State of Bombay v R.M.D Chamarbaugwala, the Supreme Court applied the

test of preponderance to interpret the words "mere skill". Further, the court said that the

games of skills were games preponderant of skills and even if there is an aspect of chance if a

game is preponderantly a game of skill, it would still be a game of mere skills. The Court

outlawed gambling or performing the business of gambling from the purview of Article

19(1)(g) of the Indian constitution and said that it cannot be subject to the immunity provided

under the fundamental right of carrying trade and business as it encourages reckless tendency

for making easy profits which can lead to loss of hard-earned money. Also, the court stated

that the reward tournaments being of a gambling or betting nature cannot be considered as

"Trade' under or Commerce and cannot claim any protection under Article 301.

However Indian judiciary has played a major role in broadening the scope of this closely

interpreting the word " mere skills" via various judicial pronouncements, thereby enlarging

the structure of the clause.

The laws comprising the provisions related to gambling are enacted at the state level. Most of

the State Laws have established an exception for games including “skill” for applicability of

their respective legislations. Such Act includes:

1. The Bombay Prevention of Gambling Act, 1887

2. The Meghalaya Prevention of Gambling Act, 1970

3. The Rajasthan Public Gaming Ordinance, 1949

4. The Goa, Daman and Diu Public Gambling Act, 1976

5. The Tamil Nadu Gaming Act, 1930

The above-mentioned State Legislations have their origin from the Gambling Act and as such,

provisions like Section 14 of the Hyderabad Gambling Act andSection 11 of the Madras

Gaming Act 1930 are pari materia to Section 12 of the Public Gambling Act 1867.

Nagaland Prohibition of Gambling and Promotion and Regularization of Online Games of

Skill Act, 2015

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/654514/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/935769/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/935769/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/121190/
Section%2014%20of%20the%20Hyderabad%20Gambling%20Act
https://www.legitquest.com/act/madras-gaming-act-1930/4041
https://www.legitquest.com/act/madras-gaming-act-1930/4041
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It is the initial regulation to introduce “virtual fantasy games” as a “game of skill” under

Schedule A of the legislation. Section 7 of the Nagaland Act lets out that the procedure for

getting a license under the Nagaland Act and mandates procurement of license upon payment

of fees as fixed under the statute. The most important feature of the Nagaland Act is the

explanation to Section 2(1) which provides for using the license in any State or Union

Territory of India.

Sikkim online gaming regulation Act, 2007

Under this Act, the license is granted to applicants with the prescribed rules and

regulations.Section 2 of the Sikkim defined the online fantasy sports about which such

licenses can include a game of skill as well as the combination of skill and chance. This Act

forbids all kinds of online games without getting a license.

Telangana Gaming Act, 1975

The Telangana Gaming Act 1974 included only gaming under its applicability. But the post-

enactment elegant Gaming Act 2017 expressly categorizes "online gaming " as Prohibited

and thus entirely forbidding online fantasy sports in all respects. Any person who is involved

in online gaming in any manner shall be penalized under Section 3 of the Telangana Act.

NITI AAYOG'S GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR REGULATION OF ONLINE

FANTASY SPORTS PLATFORMS

The NITI Aayog the Indian government policy's think tank published a discussion paper with

draft guiding principles for the online fantasy gaming sector. In the draft, but you have stated

that the number of users in the online gaming and fantasy sports sector has significantly

increased in recent years, and the sector now has tremendous potential to attract foreign

investment, increase innovation and generate employment in India. NITI Aayog also notes

that India's current legal framework on Online Fantasy Sports Platforms ("OFSPs") lacks

clarity and uniformity. This ambiguity increases the compliance burden on companies and

consequently stifles the industry's growth potential. In light of the industry's rapid expansion,

NITI Aayog has sought formal recognition for OFSPs in India and has proposed certain

guiding principles to help create accountability, transparency, and a comprehensive

governance mechanism for all stakeholders.

https://www.niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2020-12/FantasySports_DraftForComments.pdf
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NITI AAYOG’S GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON OFSP SAYS “SELF REGULATION

IS THE WAY FORWARD”

1. The discussion paper recommends that the chance of winning a game must be based on

skill. It suggests regulating statistical data of players and submitting them to a self-

regulatory body

2. Forbidding minors against the paid games and put in place safeguards that protect minors

from engaging with such paid contests

3. OFSP’s needs to equate the games of real-world and contests and also suggested

preventing the element of chance from being involved in the contests unless they have been

allowed by the individual evaluation committee

4. The terms and conditions of the app must be obvious.

5. The advertisement of gambling services on the gaming platform must not be mentioned.

6. The advertisements or promotional material created for OFSP’s should adhere to the

regulations established by the ‘ASCI’ or Advertising Standards Council of India.

7. It also suggests collaborating with the state government to ensure immunity to OFSP’s

against criminal prosecution. If the fantasy sports industry strictly adheres to the

aforementioned principles then they won't be engaged in Any illegal Activities.
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CONCLUSION

The love of playing fantasy sports is growing among people, especially during the pandemic.

Now, Fantasy games have become one of the major reasons for economic growth in the

country. Even though there are a million advantages, still there exist disadvantages due to

lack of certainty in legislation as different states have distinct legislations on the fantasy

sports industry that have found themselves concealed by various legal conflicts in the past

resulting in a deterrent to its ease of doing business. It also became a threat to an individual's

life in one way particularly on teenagers who have been addicted to fantasy games. The

principles recommended by NITI Aayog are the best way to clear the ambiguities and

difficulties that exist in the fantasy sports industry. People aren't considering " fantasy games

as fantasy", the desire for money has been driving people crazier over these fantasy games.

There is no proper legal framework for fantasy sports and real money games in India. To

put an end to all these, the fantasy sports industry requires setting up policies and strategies

like transparency, integrity, standards of the corporate regime, and accountability. There is no

doubt that the fantasy sports industry requires a proper reform in law that regulates them for

the welfare and benefit of the industry as well as for the country.
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